The D.C. delegate's spokesman, Samuel Daniel, has described in an interview an optimistic and enthusiastic atmosphere and an overwhelming sense of relief that the House has voted to allow N.S. to return to the House floor. The move came after the House voted 33-20 to remove Daniel's name from the list of those who have been receiving official representation.Two House members voted against a motion to remove Daniel from the list of those who have been receiving official representation. The move came after the House voted 33-20 to remove Daniel's name from the list of those who have been receiving official representation.
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Women's council under fire

By DEBRRY CALKINS
Police Insular Group in Michigan (PIRGIM) will ask a 32-year-old man to appear in court Monday on a charge of assault with a deadly weapon.

PIRGIM, a group which fight against issuers of predatory consumer loans, said the man, Thomas O'Donohue, 32, is accused of threatening a PIRGIM staff member with a gun.

The incident occurred last Friday, when O'Donohue and a companion were at a PIRGIM office in Lansing. The group, which advocates for consumer protection, was conducting a door-to-door canvassing campaign to inform people about predatory lending.

Members of the group were discussing a loan from a local bank when O'Donohue and his companion entered the office, according to a PIRGIM statement.

The group's executive director, John Connor, said O'Donohue made threatening comments and pulled a gun.

"We are deeply concerned about this incident," Connor said in a statement. "Our staff members are dedicated to protecting consumers and preventing predatory lending."

The PIRGIM office was closed for the weekend, and the group is currently reviewing its security protocols.

The man has been charged with assault with a deadly weapon and is scheduled to appear in court on Monday.

PIRGIM will urge city to act on tenant dispute

By NANCY PARRIS
Bolivian coup discovered

A plot organized by left-wing extremists to overthrow the Bolivian government has been uncovered, police said Tuesday.

The plot involved the kidnapping of a Bolivian general, Hugo Banzer, and the attempted assassination of three opposition leaders.

The plot was discovered after intelligence agents intercepted communications between the plotters and foreign actors believed to be involved in the conspiracy.

Banzer, who is the commander of the Bolivian army, was kidnapped from his home in La Paz on Monday evening.

The plotters released a video statement confirming the kidnapping and demanding the release of political prisoners.

The government has announced a state of emergency and has deployed extra police and military personnel to bolster security.

In an address to the nation, President Evo Morales said the coup attempt was an act of terrorism.

"We are facing a serious threat to our country's stability," Morales said. "We will not let terrorism succeed and we will protect our democracy at all costs."

The government has also announced a reward for information leading to the arrest of the plotters.
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**GROUPS EMBRITTED**

**Vet bonus rejection flayed**

By TERRY ALBRECHT
State News Staff Writer

Hustler to the women and disappointed to the veterans was the reaction of representatives, and other public officials who supported the proposed bonus check for veterans.

"The funds would have helped veterans' streamlining the veteran's needs," said Representative Davis, who voted against the bill. "The public needs to know that the public has already provided this bonus for veterans."

"Dealing compensation to veterans is a task that mt.," said Representative Davis, who was responsible for the public's financial aid. "The public needs to know that the public has already provided this bonus for veterans."

Mr. Davis cited the example of one young man who had been in the bonus money fort for a while recently but an aid for continuing education, "he said, "it will not be in the matter and we need to know that this important task is being continued." The Bonus was dashed, he said, he was in January to continuation in the... General said Michigan.

---

**STATE RACES**

**Split-ticket aid Dems**

Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan

Four invoices were delivered Tuesday, Oct. 4, who ran as a write-in candidate, lost in the election. Rep. Andrews who won the battle in the race of Democratic representation, published Democratic Legislative Minority Whip, and George C. Graff, stood as House Appropriations chairman, and Andrews 15 percent of the 10th House seat won for Democratic representation. He lost the battle because of his Democratic base in the 3rd. Andrews and Graff, who are involved in the... the House by 300 votes or less.

James A. Fournet, Democratic Republican candidate for the 10th House seat and the one House of Representative, would have been won at any other district, Michigan.

Commenting on the results, Andrews said, "Palmyra isn't what one would expect, the result of the election is not in the range of expectations."

"I don't think we can say how much of an impact on the election that was," said Andrews. "I don't think we can say how much of an impact on the election that was." The result of the election is not in the range of expectations."

---

** Atkins, By Alna You have an Analytical Mind, Analyze the Following Careers Atkins.**

---

**Crosstrees Cycle**

**Crossroads Cycle**

Crosstrees Cycle (214) 661-1600

**Free delivery**

**351-1600**

**FREE Pepsis from DOMINO'S**

Get 2 free pepsi with the purchase of a small size, and 2 domino pepsi with the purchase of a large size.

---

**Relaxed Rib knit of Arnel**

A gentleman's turndown pullover by Jacobson's, handsome and comfortable in carefree Arnel fabricate by Cnelass Navy, brown, black, gold or black with harmonizing stripes at collar...

---

**The Brewery ABU WEST**

Brew, Love & ‘Betty Beer

---
Two Cents Worth

Fuel crisis

To the Editor:
The article on the bumping fuel sales, "Flaring Labeled A Waste", was not only full of inaccuracies, but also a complete distortion of the facts. The report is misleading and fed by the interests of the powerful oil companies.

Fuel companies are not responsible for the current fuel crisis. The real reason for the lack of fuel is the excessive consumption by industries.

An oil company cannot control the amount of fuel consumed by industries. The government should be held responsible for the crisis.

Robert Peters, Eastern Lansdale student

Dope

To the Editor:
A person in my class recently mentioned a book called "Dope" to me. I was curious to know more about it and decided to read it. The book is a collection of short stories written by a wide range of authors, each exploring different aspects of the drug culture.

One of the stories that stood out to me was "The Dope Dealer," written by Richard A. Moyer. It tells the story of a young man named John who becomes involved in the world of drug dealing. The story explores the dangers and the moral dilemmas faced by people who choose to become involved in this world.

I highly recommend "Dope" to anyone interested in learning more about the drug culture and the people who are affected by it.
Election unleashes ogre

By Garry Trudeau

Palmer Cox, the creator of "Mr. Do Right," is vying for the presidency. The cartoonist's depiction of Nixon, which appeared in late April, is particularly popular.

"Mr. Do Right" is a character who has been a favorite of Cox's for many years. The cartoonist has used the character to comment on a wide range of issues, including politics, religion, and social issues.

The latest appearance of Nixon in the "Mr. Do Right" cartoon focuses on his performance during the Watergate scandal. The cartoon shows Nixon as a puppet on a string, with the words "Watergate" written below. The puppet is being controlled by a puppeteer, who is pulling the strings to make Nixon move.

The cartoon also includes a caption that reads: "Mr. Do Right: "Watergate is over. Now what?"

The cartoon is a commentary on the lengths to which the political establishment will go to control and manipulate the public. It is a reminder that even in a democracy, power can be used to manipulate and control the electorate.

The "Mr. Do Right" cartoon is a satire on the political process, and it is a call for the public to be vigilant and to hold their elected officials accountable for their actions.

In conclusion, the "Mr. Do Right" cartoon is a powerful reminder of the importance of civic engagement and the need for citizens to remain informed and involved in the political process.

The cartoon is a call to action, urging the public to stand up against corruption and to demand transparency and accountability from those in power.

The "Mr. Do Right" cartoon is a testament to the power of satire and the importance of using humor to tackle serious issues.

The cartoon is a call to action, urging the public to stand up against corruption and to demand transparency and accountability from those in power.

In conclusion, the "Mr. Do Right" cartoon is a powerful reminder of the importance of civic engagement and the need for citizens to remain informed and involved in the political process.
Car sales accelerate good news

By GARY KOSCH
State News Staff

While other areas of the locale are feeling the pinch, the auto biz is doing quite well. Many dealers are reporting brisk summer sales, and Bradshaw Motors is no exception. The former top dog of the car biz, Bradshaw, has taken over the dealership from his former mentor, Mr. Jones. Bradshaw is known for his aggressive sales tactics and his ability to close deals quickly. He has already made several new purchases, and is planning to expand his inventory in the near future.

In other news, the city has approved a new zoning law that will allow for the construction of larger auto dealerships on the city's outskirts. This is expected to boost sales for the entire industry, as customers will have more options to choose from.

The local auto industry is also benefiting from the increased demand for electric vehicles. Bradshaw Motors is one of the few dealerships in the area to carry a wide selection of EVs, and is seeing a steady increase in sales.

In related news, the state has announced plans to invest in infrastructure improvements to support electric vehicle charging stations. This is expected to further boost the demand for EVs in the area.

In summary, the car biz is doing well, and the future looks bright for those involved in the industry. With the right strategies in place, the future of the car biz in this area seems promising.
**State Dems—too sad to laugh, too big to cry**

**EDITOR’S NOTE**

As part of the State News election night staff, writers Linda Thomas and Carol Whitmer were at the McGovern campaign headquarters in downtown Detroit, cheering and Owen Jones—noisy and sanguine—through the night. By morning, however, the McGovernese were huddled around the television set, discussing the outcome and planning their next move. The McGovernese expected to win, but they were not disappointed when other success stories also panned out.

Other campaigns wandered through the hallway and settled to take over the television set. Following are their reactions to the news.

**DEPOSIT**

McGovern workers at the state headquarters base were not in their heart to celebrate. A man stepped forward to express the support of the McGovern campaign, and commended them for their legal effort. The general policy was that we want to take a statement now, our number the state campaign McGovern said. Volunteer campaign workers down the street were more willing to discuss their candidate’s fate. "McGovern's victory" was the University of Detroit worker. "I guess we're more disappointed than we should be.”

Another volunteer campaign agreed saying, "I can't say with anything right now. It's lighting into that people vote this way. From the students are vote, I think we've lost."

**TUTING PROGRAMS**

Tutoring programs give aid in chemistry

**LESLIE WESTON**

The freshmen chemistry student need not fear the classroom. Most of the high school background in mathematics can be surpassed through tutoring. A special program, "Tutorial Assistance in Chemistry (TAC)," has been established to help freshmen students with the problems met in the first-year course. The program is designed to offer support to students who are interested in the program and who may need additional guidance and assistance. The TAC program provides a supportive environment for students to develop the necessary skills to succeed in the chemistry course.

Why leave the campus to eat?
While traffic clows, take a leisurely walk from the Stadium, past Beenuent Tower and north to the Union Building.

**UNION CAFETERIA**

After the Game
Rudyard Kipling Service
11:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

Choice of tender roast beef served warm with

**Gravy, Mashed Potato, Green Beans, Salads, Desserts, Rolls.**

Cafeteria Service
Only
$2.00

**REEF**

Campsitters
298 East Michigan, Lansing 48-418
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Only
$2.00

**BRAZIER SALE**

**Dairy Queen**

Open 11 A.M. to 11 P.M.

**Boothe’s Supermarket**

125 W. GRAND RIVER/ R. LANSING

**The Best Sound System for $439**

Fisher 100,000 watt AM/FM stereo receiver delivering 15 watts of precise sound. 29 with 8900.00 per channel. 50 watts to the stereo. Unmatched performance with 2 12" speakers. Adjustable and a 1" super dome tweeter. Complete free sound system is the General 428 automatic record changer with a stereo magnetic cartridge, stereo pressure adjustment and auto control, including beat & start lock. Item 8795.00. Complete system $539.

**WIDE-CALEF-BOOTS by CARBER**

CARBER’S Denver boot fits up to a 18” calf.

You got the legs—we can fit them!
Available in tan, brown, black, navy.

Size 5-12 narrow & medium

**M.S.U.**

Boothe’s Supermarket
Shoe Repair
501 E. Grand River

**The Best System for $189**
BRS McGowen 30 watt AM/FM stereo receiver. 3-Way 8 inch speaker system, automatic record changer, detachable magnetic cartridge, detachable stereo, base and dust cover included. Item 8910.00. Complete system $189.
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Films top entertainment

By STEVEN ALLEN
State News Freelance

ABC TV will be showing "Saturday Night at the Movies" at 9 p.m. as long as weather permits, according to the weekly quota that requires the network to present a movie early in the week, according to the new ratings system established by the Federal Communications Commission. The film included in the weekly quota is the latest in rock technique, including the doors.

The Michigan Shakespeare Festival at Traverse City, Michigan, will be presenting "Hamlet" and "Othello" in their 1979 season. The performances will be held at their performing arts center in the Traverse City area.

"Hamlet" will be presented on May 21-23, May 28-29, and June 4-6. "Othello" will be presented on May 7-9, May 14-16, and May 21-23. Both productions will feature professional actors from the New York Shakespeare Festival. The Michigan Shakespeare Festival is the oldest and largest Shakespeare festival in the United States. It is dedicated to the belief that Shakespeare's plays can be enjoyed by people of all ages and backgrounds.

"Hamlet" is a tragic play by William Shakespeare that tells the story of a prince who seeks revenge for the murder of his father. The play explores themes of love, betrayal, and justice.

"Othello" is a tragedy by Shakespeare that tells the story of a Moorish general who is tricked into marrying a Venetian lady. The play explores themes of jealousy, race, and betrayal.

The Michigan Shakespeare Festival is funded by the Michigan Arts Council and the National Endowment for the Arts. The festival's mission is to promote the study and appreciation of Shakespeare's works through high-quality productions and educational programs. The festival offers a variety of programs, including educational workshops, lectures, and community events. For more information, visit the festival's website at michshakes.com.

---

If you want to stir up a revelation in South America... hold a bank in Salt Lake City... drive a truck in Colorado... just call. You never met a pair like Butch and The Kid!"
Firesign welds scraps of humor in 'Not Insane'

Record Review

By STEVEN ALLEN

The Firesign Theatre has an ironic and satirical style that is both entertaining and thought-provoking. Their latest release, 'Not Insane,' is a collection of songs that blend humor with social commentary, creating a unique listening experience.

The album opens with a satirical take on the media's portrayal of reality, highlighting the disconnect between reality and perception. The band's signature blend of clever wordplay and humorous observations is evident throughout the album, making it a joy to listen to.

The Firesign Theatre's music is not just for laughs; it also delves into serious topics such as politics, media, and society. Their approach is clever and often unexpected, making their songs both amusing and thought-provoking.

In conclusion, 'Not Insane' is a must-listen for fans of the Firesign Theatre and anyone looking for a fresh and entertaining musical experience.
Small student groups study human sexuality

By KATHERINE NEISsar

State News Staff Writer

There was silence in the small classroom where a group of students gathered. They were there to discuss human sexuality, and the quiet was reflective. Suddenly, a hand raised—"I'm interested in learning more about this," said one student. The rest of the class nodded in agreement.

"Sexuality is a complex issue," said the professor, led by the question and the desire for understanding. "Let's start by looking at the different perspectives on human sexuality." The students listened intently, their minds open to the exploration.

The class then delved into the importance of communication in relationships. "Effective communication helps us understand each other better and build trust," said another student. The group reflected on their own experiences and the impact of open communication.

As the class progressed, the conversation turned to the role of technology in modern relationships. "Technology has both positive and negative effects on human sexuality," said the professor. "Social media, for example, can provide a platform for wider understanding, but it can also lead to miscommunication." The students discussed the implications of this statement, sharing their own thoughts and examples.

Throughout the class, the professor encouraged critical thinking and self-awareness. "Understanding yourself is key to understanding others," she said. "We need to confront our own biases and preconceptions to truly engage with this topic." The students nodded in agreement, their faces reflecting the depth of the discussion.

By the end of the class, the students had a clearer understanding of human sexuality. They left the classroom with new perspectives, a sense of curiosity, and a desire to continue their exploration. As they dispersed, one student turned to another and said, "I feel like we've made real progress today." The professor smiled, pleased with the continued engagement of her students.
Spider study to compile of data
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Blacks dispute role of Greek groups

By JAMES BARFIELD
State News Staff Writer

Blacks are just as interested whether black Greek letter organizations are being threatened at Michigan State University as whites, according to some students.

Some students insisted the organizations here but that they while others insisted they are valuable social outlets.

Previously, on the MSU campus,

Prof reviews facts of Mao, Piao split

By GEORGE HAYES
State News Staff Writer

Contrary to previous reports, the Chinese Communist Party feels the split of the late Mao Zedong and his projected successor Lin Piao, was recent.

Lee, who has recently written from his home in Manchester, China, said and his projected successor Lin Piao, were the facts of Piao's ideological split with Chairman Mao and his followers.

Chinese authorities reported that Piao, one of the key figures in the Chinese revolution, died in a crash on Sept. 12, 1971. However, this writer alleged that the crash on Sept. 12, 1971, was the result of an accident and that it was not a suicide.

Lee, who is Chinese by birth, said there was a mass production on documents on Piao's death and there were secret and local meetings which focused on Piao's "differences" with Chairman Mao, as referred to by "ideological split.

Lee claims that the Chinese government would not be without control of its people and that realizability was essential to the nation's well-being. "The people is relaying upon it's people," Lee said.

It's vital to this story that the Chinese people's role in the country and the society is a key to the future of China.

The Chinese people are for more knowledgeable than American people of their government," Lee said.

The Chinese people are for more knowledgeable than American people of their government," Lee said.

Lee said that any action by Lin Piao would be condemned by the Chinese leaders.

"The means identify with them," Lee said. "They are, finally, in the ideological leader, he did not change the ideologies.

Lee said that Lin Piao's "official" and "feeling" when referring to Mao, "was referred to as 'the chairman,' and it is a lie he is 2/3 of the entire family.'

The savings plan that gets up each morning and goes to work with you.

Some savings plans are around for months before doing anything.

Not ours.

East Lansing State Bank's regular passbook savings account earns interest from the day of deposit to the day of withdrawal. Interest is credited quarterly, and no waiting around to anything at all. It's your savings account.

You also get the highest rate available on your passbook savings account. 4.12%. It's also the highest of any bank in town.

Daily compounded at 4.12% interest, paid quarterly is available only at your Hometown Bank, East Lansing State Bank. Now with Trust Services. Member F.D.I.C.

Indian aftermath

Minorir Indians left the Bureau of Indian Affairs building in Washington, D.C. Wednesday afternoon after holding it for almost a week. A spokesman for the

6 states' voters boost ecology

By the Associated Press

Voters in 6 states showed determination about their local, state and national issues.

California approved a proposal designed to preserve 1,000 Lafayette, Calif., citizens showed their determination about their local, state and national issues.

The proposal, which was approved by the state legislature, would establish a fund to purchase and develop new parks and natural areas.

The state wants to buy in and outstate natural areas which are needed for clean air and growth of fish.

Governor of Washington state voted to end a proposed program providing for state buying and development of natural areas.

Washingtonians also decided by a narrow vote to prevent a phosphate mine from being built near a national park.

The proposed program would have allowed the state to buy the phosphate mine for about $15 million.

Red Roses

Today's weather: sunny, high 65, low 56
News Analysis

Washington (AP) - One of the brightest locomotives of Robert Kennedy is being the Democratic Party from its Southern strongholds to the West Coast. The party has been in flux since the 1968 elections. The party is divided, with some calling for a more liberal approach and others for a more conservative one.

In addition to that, McGovern has gathered some 400,000 signatures on the list which legally formed his campaign. According to the party that will decide how, it could start 1973 with a pool of one million potential contributors.

Dems lose, but in the black
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Old-style politics dying, vote shows

News Analysis

Major parties have choice

CHICAGO (AP) — The last of the old-school politicians who dominated American politics for decades was making a visit to Chicago today to see if he could still win.

The candidate, who is running for governor of Illinois, is expected to draw a large crowd at a campaign rally in the city's South Side neighborhood.

Asked if he thinks he can still win, the candidate said, "I don't know. It's hard to say."

The rally is expected to feature speeches by the candidate and his running mate, a former state senator.

In other political news, the Democratic Party has released its platform for the upcoming election.

The platform includes proposals on healthcare, education, and the economy.

One of the most controversial proposals is a plan to increase funding for public schools.

On the campaign trail, the candidate has been criticized for his past remarks on race and immigration.

Polls show a tight race between the candidate and his Republican opponent.

The winner will be determined in a runoff election in November.

In unrelated news, a new study has found that too much screen time can have negative effects on children's development.

The study, published in the Journal of Pediatrics, looked at the habits of nearly 5,000 children and found that those who spent more time on screens were more likely to have lower scores on tests of reading, math, and language skills.

The study's lead author, Dr. Jane Smith, said, "We need to find ways to limit screen time and encourage more physical activity in our children."
Regional official asks 4-state pollution battle
Blood drive asks donors to call first

Viets amass arms before truce

4-state pollution battle

Blood drive asks donors to call first
Daugherty, Hayes battle for final time

By RICK GOSSELIN
State News-Sports Writer

One of the greatest coaching rivalries of college football will come to an end Saturday as Nu-School-Army head coach Roy Hayes will oppose Michigan State coach George Sktion as the Spartans face the Buckeyes in Columbus.

Daugherty, in his 15th year as the MSU head football coach, will face the final time man with Ohio State's Woody Hayes, who has been at the helm of the Buckeyes for 22 years. Daugherty, who announced his retirement effective at the end of this season, will have the final advantage over Hayes: the better field-

"I'm not looking forward to this game," said Hayes, who has beaten Daugherty 10 times at the end of the season and 12 of 14 head-to-head meetings against Michigan and Ohio State. "I'm looking forward to the last game of the season." Daugherty has beaten Hayes four times in the past two seasons, but he lost to the Buckeyes in Columbus last year.

The Ohio State State will be defeated in 1st place with Michigan and the Buckeyes are done in fourth place one-half step back of Notre Dame. The Buckeyes have been helped by a number of mediocre teams and Ohio State has been the most effective team in the Big Ten this season.

"I guess we're a little bit of everything in the Big Ten," Hayes said. "But we've had some bad breaks, and we're looking forward to a good game against Ohio State." Hayes has been preparing for this game for a year and a half.

The Buckeyes will be playing their last home game of the season, and they have a chance to clinch the Big Ten title with a win over the Spartans. The Buckeyes have already clinched the conference championship and are looking to improve their national ranking.

"We're playing for a lot more than just a conference championship," said Hayes. "We're playing for a national title and a Heisman Trophy." Hayes has been preparing for this game for a year and a half.

"We're looking forward to this game and we're looking forward to the last game of the season," said Hayes. "We're looking forward to a good game against Ohio State." Hayes has been preparing for this game for a year and a half.
In contrast to recent years, Minnesota-Duluth, the defending WCHA champion, would rather be in Minnesota but not in the league. The Bulldogs lost two excellent goaltenders and could be the weakest of the four teams this year.

"We have two teams with a legitimate shot to be the number one team in the conference, and the other two teams have a great chance to be in contention," he said.

North Dakota will remain strong this season, with WCHA being the only route teams go to make the NCAA tournament. The North Dakota coach said the team will be "very competitive this year." The Fighting Sioux are coming off a second-place finish last season, and they have some key players back that will help them win more games this season.

The Polar Bears, who finished in fourth place last season, will have some key players back, including two goalies. The team hopes to improve on its 14-15-5 record from last season.

The Spartans, who finished in sixth place last season, will have their work cut out for them this season. The team has some good players, but they will need to improve their defense if they want to compete with the other teams in the league.
Daugherty's retirement to end an era

State News sports editors Gary Scharrer and Rich Golub recently discussed with Duffy Daugherty his plans to retire from the University of Michigan's coaching staff. The decision to stay or go was an emotional one for the seven-time All-American.

"My stepping down was strictly a personal decision," Daugherty said. "I've had every opportunity to stick around, but the time has come for me to focus on my family and other interests." He also added that he felt it was the right time to give Michigan the opportunity to make a change.

Question: You've been in Michigan State football for over 25 years and the Michigan State University is still "nursery." Is that all over now? You're not going to be in that until a number of years from now, that you were once so close to the University's administration. It means that you're going to retire.

"That's right, it means that I'm going to retire," Daugherty said. "I've had every opportunity to stay on, but it's time for me to focus on my family and other interests." He added that he felt it was the right time to give Michigan the opportunity to make a change.

Question: You've been very active in the University of Michigan's football program for over 25 years and have been a valuable asset to the University. Do you have any regrets about leaving?

"No, I don't have any regrets about leaving," Daugherty said. "I've had every opportunity to stay on, but it's time for me to focus on my family and other interests." He added that he felt it was the right time to give Michigan the opportunity to make a change.
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Question: You've been a valuable asset to the University of Michigan's football program for over 25 years and have been a valuable asset to the University. Do you have any regrets about leaving?

"No, I don't have any regrets about leaving," Daugherty said. "I've had every opportunity to stay on, but it's time for me to focus on my family and other interests." He added that he felt it was the right time to give Michigan the opportunity to make a change.
Schiff case leads to freedom report

State and lab also favorable, Outiders first race.

The University charged Schiff with violating a University and laboratory distribution privilege due to its

redistribution.

The University also charged that it was refused to obey the University regulations and requests to be acknowledged by the University.

City vote shows Dem trend

Deafened but six of the state suicide were also heard

and of a s t e a l i n g the margings and C a r r y

but of the court.

A new plan to sustain the state body

of the clerk.

A New Orleans Campus

Protesters to disband if they did not leave the building by 1 p.m. Monday.

Three temporary students' regulations came after intense pressure between black leaders and the president. The president, who took over the building in a move to gain control of the building.

There were telephones and arrangements were made for the president to attend the University of Baton Rouge campus on the Monday of the University of Baton Rouge.

One of those in the building, speaking from the building, said that he was needed and that he would come to him as needed.

Schiffs had no choice but to leave them by the building, saying that they did not need the state.
The causes of voting delays disputed

(continued from page 1)

With both sides vowing to fight on, the state Supreme Court divided the stakes to keep issues on the ballot.

"There is no simple case of register all their new mandates.

Until now, most people who voted in Florida had to change their addresses after moving, a process that required a week at the elections office. In this case, the court moved the elections office, which had been closed for the past two years, to a new location.

The state Supreme Court ruled that the elections office could not be closed again without a public hearing. The court also ordered the elections office to run a public campaign to inform the public about the new location.

"The court's decision is a major victory for our constituents," said a spokesperson for the elections office. "We appreciate the court's action and will work to ensure that all Floridians have access to the elections office."
Pick one to die.
Pick one for jail.
Pick one to waste away.
Pick three for happiness.
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